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When a home
combines so much beauty.
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MY VIEW Magalog
Let yourself be inspired!
Order now for free at:
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Josko offers many components for harmonious living and smart building from a single source:
Windows, all-glass systems, entrance doors, interior doors, natural wood flooring and sun shade.
Builders thereby ensure that all elements fit together, that a coherent overall picture emerges and that they get exactly
the combination of products that best suit their dream home.

FULL-SERVICE PROVIDER

Everything from
a single source
for your unique home
WONDERFULLY JOSKO

WINDOWS
3 styles. 3 materials. 16 window systems. With Josko
windows, no living dreams remain unfulfilled.

INTERIOR DOORS
Josko interior doors are available in a wide variety of frame
variants - from modern, flush to classically rebated.
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ALL-GLASS SYSTEM
4 all-glass systems in 3 materials bring openness to
our lives and expand the living horizon.

NATURAL WOOD FLOORING BY TRAPA
High-quality natural wood floors manufactured
according to ecological principles and harmoniously
matched to all Josko products.

ENTRANCE DOORS
In 4 materials and over 100 models, Josko entrance
doors ensure that we look forward to coming home.

COMPLETE OFFER

SUN SHADE
Elegant, integrative sun shade solution such as Josko
Venetian blinds and Josko roller shutters cool during
the day and protect at night.

COMPLETE OFFER

A mix that
always
succeeds.
SMART DESIGN
FROM A SINGLE
SOURCE.
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The best ideas are often quite simple.
Because wouldn't it be an excellent idea if
all of the elements in your personal living
environment fit perfectly together? That's
exactly what we thought. That's why we
developed the Smart Mix Philosophy: the
Smart Mix gives you the option of
harmoniously coordinating all the visually
defining elements of a living space: from
the windows to the entrance and interior
doors, from the natural wood floors to the
smallest details. With the Smart Mix,
material and design always fit together
perfectly – and ensure a harmonious
living atmosphere that exactly meets your
needs.
COMBINE AND BENEFIT
The Josko Smart Mix offers you e.g. the
option to mix different window and
all-glass systems made from different
materials: Outside in a uniform look for a
calm façade and inside as creative as you
like. For example, you can use high-quality
wood/aluminium windows in the living
area, and cheaper pvc/aluminium
windows in the bathroom and basement,

all harmoniously matched to entrance
and interior doors and perfectly complemented with the matching Josko natural
wood floor. The result is the optimal
individual solution for you, combined with
smart budget planning. Because the
Josko Smart Mix means combining and
benefiting at the same time: with a home
design that matches your personal
wishes as consistently as your financial
expectations.
RESIDENTIAL HARMONIOUS LIVING
FROM A SINGLE SOURCE
Another advantage of the Josko Smart
Mix: Everything comes from one source
and is consistently matched in design,
symmetry, colour and material. This way
you save time and money on combining
and do not have to worry about matching
products from different manufacturers.
The clever Smart-Mix philosophy ensures
that all elements match perfectly - so that
you have more time for new ideas.
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OUTSIDE
MODERN &
FLUSH

SMART MIX
WINDOWS,
ENTRANCE AND
INTERIOR DOORS AS
WELL AS NATURAL
WOOD FLOORS
IN HARMONIC
COMBINATION.

ONE LOOK ON THE OUTSIDE,
MANY OPTIONS ON THE INSIDE
The Smart Mix enables the flexible
mix of wood/aluminium windows
and pvc/aluminium windows while
maintaining a uniform exterior
appearance and façade design.

PLATIN family

SAFIR family

TOPAS family

PLATIN | SAFIR | TOPAS

JOSKO SMART MIX

JOSKO SMART MIX

Visionary
holism

SILVER
GREY

Oak N06 and spruce N160

NATURE

BEACH

SMART MIX.
TONE IN TONE
FOR A CONVINCING
LIVING HARMONY.

Oak N07 and spruce N70

Oak N08 and spruce N80

White Heaven
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WHITE
HEAVEN
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Larch and Oregon N333

Nature

Oak N13 and spruce N130

Beach

SCANDIC
WHITE

Oak N09 and spruce N90

PEARL GREY

Match windows, entrance doors, interior doors and natural wood
flooring tone in tone.
8 oil colours for more harmonious living.

BOG-LOOK
OAK NATURE

Oak N14 and spruce N140

JOSKO SMARTMIX

Pearl Grey

BLACK PEARL &
SCANDIC
WHITE

Oak N16 and floor larch N333

JOSKO SMARTMIX

We live wood
in every fibre.

The way carefully selected wood is combined to create a healthy living harmony at
Josko is a declaration of love to Mother
Nature. From trunks, from amazement, from
having to being. Wood. Timeless vibrancy. At
first only roughly cut, then carefully stored
and dried, carefully treated with respect by
our experts in each individual work step.
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No perfect end product without the best raw
materials. Who saves on wood, saves in the
wrong place. That`s what our decades of
experience has shown. Our guests in Kopfing
are amazed when we tell them that our
German walnut, oak, spruce, and larch
woods come from sustainable forestry and
from controlled, certified Central European
forests, and we also tell them that for every
felled Oregon in Canada, three new trees are
planted.

Solid wood veneer
quality determines
the high quality of
the interior doors.
On request, all
doors in the house
can be made from
a single trunk.

Spruce, oak, larch
and German
walnut come
exclusively from
Central Europe.

Responsibility
for the
future

That Josko, as a window and door manufacturer, is also proudly in 3rd place for interior
doors in Austria however is surprising. We
know how much the veneer quality from solid
wood determines the value of the door
leaves. However, only a few know that, where
possible, all doors in a house are made from
one trunk in order to create the purest
harmony in the home.
And then there's the Smart Mix at Josko.
Introduced in 2000 with regard to the
material-independent design of the exterior
façade and expanded in 2014 with the
uniform design of many wood colours in the
interior. Oiled and brushed according to the
Josko process, windows, entrance doors,
interior doors and natural wood floors are
kept in the same colour and radiate a
harmonious ensemble.

It is not surprising that Josko has been the
market leader for wood/aluminium windows
in Austria for over 20 years.

BECAUSE SUSTAINABLE PRODUCTION
ALSO MEANS RESOURCE-EFFICIENT
PRODUCTION.

Resource-friendly production,
100% in Austria with continuous investments in environmental protection and sustainability.

in-house biomass power plant

All woods used
come from
sustainable and
certified forestry.

JOSKO PRODUCT BENEFITS

JOSKO PRODUCT BENEFITS

20

Years

20 years market leader
for wood/aluminium windows in
Austria and No. 4 on the German
market.

All residual materials in the manufacturing process are recycled
so that they can be recycled or
returned to the production cycle.
Anything that cannot be used ends
up in our in-house biomass power
plant and supplies us with energy.
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Where tradition
meets the modern.

FOUR QUESTIONS:
HOW IMPORTANT
ARE THE
WINDOWS?
THAT'S WHAT
REALLY MATTERS.

1.

Is it also important to change
windows when insulating
façades?
Absolutely! The windows are
thermally the weakest point in the
house, the heat loss can be up to
25%! If the old windows remain in
the new façade, the energy saving
effect is severely impaired.

2.

Can new windows be »too tight?
By no means! Windows and
façades must form as tight a
unit as possible, the air exchange
takes place via regular, controlled
ventilation. Josko products meet
the requirements of the highest
tightness classes.

3.

How important is sun shade for
new windows?
Very important! As significant
as the solar energy gain in large
glass areas is in winter, this effect
is dangerous in summer. Sun
protection solutions are ideal, as
they let as much light as possible
through, but shield the heat.

4.

What is the advantage of triple
instead of double glasses?
Triple glasses provide a oozy
feeling of well-being because they
radiate much less cold. With the
right orientation and dimensions,
they can gain more energy than
they lose over the year.

Before
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After
Photos: Sabine Bungert

COSY & EFFICIENT:
RENOVATE WITH JOSKO
Renovation and thus the intervention in the
existing building fabric is a big step that needs
to be carefully considered. The question often
arises: Is renovation really worth it?
The answer to this is a resounding yes - provided that a solid renovation concept is worked
out in advance. Based on the renovation
concept, your Josko partner will find the right
solution for the renovation of windows and
doors, because that’s where approx. 25% of a
house's heat loss comes from: Renovation with

thermally optimal Josko products can save up
to 95% in heating costs!
Renovating offers decisive advantages
By the way, with Josko you not only decide
on the best energetic solution, but also make
the right choice in terms of design - with a
substantial gain in living and quality of life and
a huge increase in value for your house! Because the desire for brightness, transparency
and lightness of the feeling of space has never
been greater than in our time.

RENOVATION

RENOVATION
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Free manufacturer's
guarantee for
quality installation
We are happy to be part of your dream
home. Because we know that this is a
life decision, your satisfaction is a very
important for us. No matter whether
high-quality windows, entrance or interior
doors, all-glass systems, natural wood
floors, sun shade solutions or a smart
product mix - our aim is your complete
satisfaction. From the initial consultation
to the final installation and beyond. Since
we believe 100% in our products and our

partners, we are the only international
brand manufacturer to promise you satisfactory installation. This promise makes
Josko a manufacturer with installation
satisfaction. In a nutshell: If you have the
installation of your Josko products done
by one of our official partners, we as the
manufacturer guarantee quality installation. Only Joskomplett's promise of
satisfaction offers you this safety net.
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FULL
SATISFACTION
IN 4 SIMPLE STEPS

1

2

Unfortunately, even if our installation
partners are comprehensively trained,
defects can never be completely ruled
out. But for exactly these rare cases there
is Joskomplett, our free manufacturer
guarantee. If you notice a defect, our
experts will guide you through the entire
remedial process.

3

4

Simply contact your Josko
sales or installation partner.

If the latter is unable to
remedy the existing defects,
please contact Josko
customer service directly.

Quality products

Have the following
documents ready:

·
·

Installation contract

·

Your correspondence with
the Josko sales or installation partner and their
acceptance reports

Insulation invoices including payment documents
Quality installation

Josko takes care of checking
and processing the guarantee
case.

Customer satisfaction

JOSKOMPLETT

JOSKOMPLETT

Windows
and all-glass
systems
18
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JOSKO PRODUCT DIVERSITY

0

When you
can feel the attention
to detail everywhere.
20

WONDERFULLY JOSKO

WINDOW SYSTEMS OVERVIEW

MODERN

AVANTGARDE

CLASSIC

MODERN CLASSIC

CLASSIC

CLASSIC WITH RUNGS

OUTSIDE
Rebated look
INSIDE
Rebated look
solid, natural wood

Rubin 78 | 90

ONE | ONE App

Platin | Safir | Topas

Platinum Classic | Safir Classic | Topas Classic

Diamond 89 | Titan 101 | Opal Alu

Diamond 89 | Titan 101 | Opal Alu

Rubin

Rubin 78 | 90
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CLASSIC
OUTSIDE & INSIDE
Minimalistically slim,
uncompromisingly
symmetrical

ONE APP
Wood

INSIDE
Maximum freedom in
choice of material

Steel

Glass

ONE App

Aluminium

ONE

ONE

OUTSIDE
Flush-fitting to glass and
frame, highly weather-resistant aluminium shell

OUTSIDE
Rebated look
highly weather-resistant
aluminium shell

INSIDE
flush-fitting to frame*,
optionally wood or plastic

INSIDE
Rebated look
optionally wood or
plastic

*Platinum, Safir

OUTSIDE
Rebated look lead- and
cadmium-free plastic

TIP
For even better heat
values, opt for triple
glazing. This is the
standard for Josko
windows.

Platin | Platin Plus

Safir Pure | Safir Plus

Topas | Topas Plus

Diamant 89 | Titan 101

Opal Alu | Opal Alu Plus

Platin| |Platin
PlatinPlus
Plus
Platin

Safir Pure | Safir Plus

Topas | Topas Plus

Diamant
89 | Plus
Titan 101
Platin
| Platin

Opal Alu | Opal Alu Plus

INSIDE
Rebated look lead- and
cadmium-free plastic

Opal | Opal Plus

Type
Concrete

Black
matt
Anthracite
grey

ONE App

ONE

WINDOW SYSTEMS OVERVIEW

White
matt

WINDOW SYSTEMS OVERVIEW

WINDOW SYSTEMS OVERVIEW

Opal

Opal | Opal Plus

WINDOW SYSTEMS OVERVIEW

ATTENTION TO DETAIL.
THIS IS WHAT MAKES
JOSKO'S WINDOW
SYSTEMS SO EXCEPTIONAL.

SOUND INSULATION
The following applies here:
the tighter the better, because
the sealing of the window
has a significant influence on
sound insulation. As standard,
Josko windows are equipped
with triple glazing and 3 seals
and thus achieve up to 47 dB
sound insulation.

TILT WINDOW WITH
COMFORT CLEANING
Horizontal windows can
now be easily cleaned on the
outside. This is ensured by the
TiltFirst safety handle, which
can also be used to open the
window for normal tilting at an
angle of 30 °.

HIGH-TECH GLASS SPACER
Thanks to the composite
material of black plastic and
stainless steel, the Twinspacer
creates a significant thermal
improvement compared to
conventional stainless steel
spacers.

SIMPLE FORM
The concealed fitting gives the
window its slim design and keeps
the open window in the desired
angle due to the integrated turn
restrictor.

BASIC BURGLARY
PROTECTION AS STANDARD
As standard, Josko windows
have a mushroom pin lock that
prevents the sash from being
pried open. For even more
security: Quadro Safe, SH-1 and
RC2 optionally available.

WINDOW SYSTEMS OVERVIEW
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When two
worlds become a
way of life.
WONDERFULLY JOSKO
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WINDOW- AND ALL-GLASS SYSTEMS

WINDOW- AND ALL-GLASS SYSTEMS

The frameless all-glass architecture impresses with
its precision and together with the FixFrame system
from Josko offers a unique freedom of design without having to compromise on structure, tightness
and thermal insulation.

TIP
Plan the sun shade for
large glass surfaces right
from the start. Then make
sure that the sun shade
elements fit the windows
perfectly and that the
temperatures remain
pleasantly cool even in the
summer months.
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Elegance, high quality material, professional installation of
the products - this is
what distinguishes
Josko.
ANJA KLEINHANS

The interplay between inside and outside
is a central element of the architecture
of this single-family house. The combination of living space and nature is
perfected in Josko systems. Keeping the
inside and outside flowing - an architectural challenge that the Kleinhans family,
in collaboration with the architectural
firm Gassner & Zarecky, confidently took
on when planning their detached family
home near Munich. In order to create an
interface between the natural landscape
and modern architecture, the conventional was courageously pushed aside. The
FixFrame all-glass system from Josko
does the rest and underscores the consistently progressive design. The seamless combination with opening sashes
such as windows and patio and entrance
doors or lift-and-slide doors perfects the
coherent overall picture. “Finding the right
window solution played a crucial role in
the planning from the start. It should be
frameless, be as little bulky as possible
and allow a thresholdless exit to the
outside. With the FixFrame system from
Josko, these wishes could be realized,
” emphasizes builder and interior designer Anja Kleinhans. For a uniform picture
and a balancing living harmony, the
flush-fitting wood/aluminium windows in
platinum were chosen in matt black on
the inside and outside. "For this reason,
the entrance door and side doors in the
outdoor area should have the same de-

sign and the same surface.” We opted for
the Well Come Nevos aluminium security
door, which was awarded the EnergieGenie, with exemplary thermal and sound
insulation values. The floor-to-ceiling
white doors and sliding doors of the MET
series are the equivalent inside. Thanks
to the revolutionary wall-fitting frame
system, these blend optically with the
wall. “It was also important in the sense
of the coherent overall concept for the
door handles to be realized in the colour
of the door and also have the same
shape as the window handles if possible.
Josko was able to offer these details,
which are important to me, ” says the
owner enthusiastically about the broad
product range. The gigantic window front
is completed by the Easy Raffstore sun
protection system, which, with its infinitely adjustable slats, ensures efficient
shading with every incidence of light.
Design requirements and a feel-good
factor should not be mutually exclusive.
Good design invites you to relax, ” says
Anja Kleinhans, thereby also confirming
Josko’s philosophy. After all, that's what
it's all about when you create a home. A
place that provides security and comfort.
Today, tomorrow and in the future.

The harmonious overall statement of architecture and interior creates a seemingly natural
connection between inside and outside in the light-flooded living room of the Kleinhans family.
The FixFrame all-glass system by Josko mediates between the two worlds, and its understated
elegance underscores the high design standards of the building.

WINDOW- AND ALL-GLASS SYSTEMS

WINDOW- AND ALL-GLASS SYSTEMS
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0

When pioneering
achievement becomes
stylish comfort.
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WONDERFULLY JOSKO

OVERVIEW OF ALL-GLASS SYSTEMS

Safir Blue

Platin Blue

FixFrame Platin

ONE

Elegant design at a slim price.
Material: PVC/aluminium

Contemporary, slim glass architecture for open, bright living, where even the smallest
details are convincing.
Material: Wood/aluminium

Frameless all-glass architecture is convincing
Design lover for over 15 years.
Material: Wood/aluminium

Uncompromisingly symmetrical and only half as wide as common windows and doors.
Material: Aluminium

1.

2.

2.

2.

2.

4.

4.

3.

3.

1.

1.

1.

1.
1.

3.

3.

3.

4.

3.
3.

2.

2.

FixFrame ONE frameless

Coupling fixed part Safir Blue

1. Lift-and-slide door fixed element
with 56 mm slim frame. Can be
completely plastered inside and up
to 26 mm frame view outside.

3. Couplings between two fixed
parts are 111 mm slim. Couplings
between lift-and-slide door and
fixed component are 120 mm wide.

2. Fixed element with 53 mm slim
frame. Can be completely plastered
inside up to the bevelled glass
folding clamp and outside up to
26 mm frame view.

4. All-glass corners available as an
option.

OVERVIEW OF ALL-GLASS SYSTEMS

1. Lift-and-slide door fixed element with
56 mm slim frame. Can be completely plastered
inside and up to 26 mm frame view outside.
2. Fixed element with 57 mm slim frame. Can be
plastered inside up to the bevelled glass folding
clamp and outside up to 26 mm frame view.
Coupling fixed part platinum blue

1.+ 2. All fixed elements with a real
frameless look on the inside, outside
and on the bottom. Series frame is
concealed.

3. Couplings between two fixed parts are
114 mm slim, and with a static riser only
66 mm. Couplings between lift-and-slide
door and fixed component are 103 mm or
113 mm wide.

3. The visible frame is only half as
wide as ordinary frames and completely symmetrical.

4. Available with all-glass joints and
all-glass corners.
Coupling fixed part FixFrame

OVERVIEW OF ALL-GLASS SYSTEMS

1.+ 2. Fixed parts optionally with
frameless optics (fig. Above) or
symmetrically coordinated frame
(fig. Left).

3. Transitions between two fixed
elements with very slim all-glass
joints or optionally with static
pilasters in aluminium colours or in
veneered real wood.

Coupling fixed part ONE

OVERVIEW OF ALL-GLASS SYSTEMS

OVERVIEW OF ALL-GLASS SYSTEMS

4. Transitions with narrow
all-glass joints or optionally with
static pilaster strips.

ATTENTION TO DETAIL.
THIS IS WHAT MAKES ALL-GLASS
SYSTEMS FROM JOSKO
SO EXTRAORDINARY.

Dual winner
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FLUSH-FITTING, SLIM
COMPONENTS
Flush-fitting with the components for windows and patio
doors.

GLASS TO GLASS JOINT
All-glass joints are a high-end
solution. They can be joined on
their long side or around a corner.
Choose between aluminium cover
or high-quality enamel edge
without aluminium cover.

MORE LIGHT - MORE LIFE
Up to 4.5 m high window
solutions characterize the façade
and ensure an impressive living
experience. They also provide us
with the necessary daylight and
contribute to a positive sense of
living.

COUPLING WITH STATIC
PILASTER
A static pilaster ensures good
support and looks like an all-glass
joint from outside.

OVERVIEW OF ALL-GLASS SYSTEMS

LOOSE GLASS BEAD
FREE LOOK
Beauty is in what you don't see
– such as glass strips and joints.
The slim view due to the bevelled
frame shape also favours light
and solar energy.

"

We pride ourselves
on the opinion
of our customers.
Since 1960.

TIP
More light and space - that was important to us.
Josko windows provide more daylight and save energy.

You can find more
inspiration online.
www.josko.at/de/
inspirationen

THE R. FAMILY FROM STUTTGART

The product lines and elements from Josko always create
a harmonious overall picture, as all products bear the same
signature within one style.
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The soul of our wines lies in the surrounding vineyards.
And this soul is visible in an inspiring way through the large
windows of our showroom.

BRUCKNER ARCHITECTURE

NADJA AND ANTON EITZINGER,
WINEMAKERS FROM LANGENLOIS

When individual
living dreams
come true.
WONDERFULLY JOSKO

CUSTOMER TESTIMONIALS

I am a very design-conscious person, this love of good
shape in every detail is naturally reflected in my private living
environment. Josko was an optimal partner in terms of
appearance, workmanship and efficiency.
Timeless elegance, high quality material, professional
installation of the products - this is what
distinguishes Josko.

DIPL. ING. JÜRGEN SCHANNEN,
LEONDING

ANJA KLEINHANS, INTERIOR DESIGNER,
MUNICH

CUSTOMER TESTIMONIALS
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When individuality
becomes the spearhead of
window technology.
WONDERFULLY JOSKO
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AVANTGARDE
When every day starts with astonishment and the eye can never see enough. When openness inspires our lives.
When the high demands are exceeded and we fall in love with innovative design at first glance.
Then this is: Beautiful Josko. With exceptional windows and all-glass systems that expand the living horizon.
AVANTGARDE WINDOW SYSTEMS

World premier
ONE by Josko
ONE SYSTEM, ONE DESIGN.
One family, one unit.

ONE by Josko is an independent product
family developed by Josko, with windows,
various opening types and functions such as fixed parts, turn-tilt windows and
sliding doors - with a uniformly narrow
frame look of only 5 cm - on all four sides,
outside and inside. Perfectly combinable
with the frameless FixFrame system from
Josko.

ONE by Josko is available in two versions:
In aluminium as well as an App version
with surface applications in various materials, which are exceptional for window
construction. Externally, both variants
are completely identical and can thus be
installed together on one property.
Videolink at www.josko.at/vision
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ONE by Josko complete system

EVERYTHING
FITS TOGETHER.
ONE by Josko is perfectly
matched. A design family
where everything belongs
together. Windows, doors,
frames, handles - yes, even
the subtle insect screen and
sun protection fits in harmoniously.
ONE
Windows

ONE
Patio door

ONE
Fixed
component

FixFrame
fixed part

AVANTGARDE WINDOW SYSTEMS

FixFrame ONE S frameless
sliding door

ONE window with
turn-tilt function

FixFrame ONE S sliding door
frameless with easy Venetian
blind.

Skirting board with flush wall
termination

Window handle ONE FE
with rectangular rosette

ONE App patio door with matching Josko natural wood floor, both
in oak silver grey N06.

AVANTGARDE WINDOW SYSTEMS

MINIMALISTICALLY SLIM.
ONE is unlike any other window and sliding door system.
ONE combines the narrow and elegant window frames of earlier epochs with the
technical achievements of the modern. With its innovative concept, ONE inspires the
experts and advances to the forefront of today's window technology.

There was a time when window frames
were slim and the windows were subordinate to the façade. Then came the
insulating glass age with ever better
thermal insulation ratings, ever thicker
glass packages - and ever wider window
frames. Today begins a new era with ONE
by Josko. ONE has brought back the slim
elegance of the windows: with modern
triple glazing and thermal insulation
ratings, which are suitable for passive
homes - but with the minimal frame view

of earlier architectural epochs. This is
the end of the period when the design of
windows and doors had to subordinate
to the function and the frame widths of
windows, sliding doors and fixed parts
were different. ONE by Josko means: A
uniform, slim design of windows, sliding
doors, fixed parts and insect screen,
regardless of the type of opening.

Barely 3 fingers wide 5 cm visible wing width

42
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LESS IS MORE.
Barely 3 fingers wide only 5 cm visible wing width.

A novel window and sliding door system
with extremely narrow frame: only 5 cm on all four sides and in all elements. ONE
by Josko convinces with a purist design
reduced to the essentials:
less is more.

Sliding door FixFrame ONE App S frameless
ONE app turn-tilt sash with sidelights

Photos: Florian Stöllinger

AVANTGARDE WINDOW SYSTEMS

AVANTGARDE WINDOW SYSTEMS
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UNCOMPROMISINGLY SYMMETRICAL.
Why windows have never been symmetrical until now.
Have you ever noticed that windows in the view are always asymmetrical? Almost
all windows and doors are plastered on the side and top - but not below. The more
plastered - keyword: narrow frame widths - the larger the difference and thus the
asymmetry.

ONE by Josko:
The rebirth
of symmetry.

ONE has solved this problem.
The interior looks like a picture frame - the
same width all around and symmetrical.
This perfect symmetry can also be found
in the external view, provided you opt
for the specially designed window sill
designed for this purpose.

ONE is always symmetrical.
1. All-round symmetry
From inside and outside.
Top, bottom, left, right.
2. Symmetry with multi-part elements
And different opening type.
3. Deep symmetry
No depth change of the glass levels, as
the glass pane is centred on all elements.

ONE App patio door

AVANTGARDE WINDOW SYSTEMS

AVANTGARDE WINDOW SYSTEMS

1

Symmetrical picture frame optics even
with multi-part elements.

A WINDOWSILL
WITH A SENSE OF SYMMETRY.

The beauty of the symmetry of ONE with
the design window ALU DS2 fascinates
at first glance. The design window not
only preserves ONE 's all-round, equally
slim frame look, but also highlights the
symmetry.

ALL-ROUND
SYMMETRY.

Cleverly thought-out, it is an integral part
of the window. Both form a coherent unity
- a symmetrical overall composition of
timelessly simple elegance.

ONE in comparison.
All-round symmetrical view on all 4 sides.

46

2

SYMMETRY WITH
MULTIPARTED
ELEMENTS.

The continuous, slim symmetry of ONE
is also evident in multi-part window and
door elements. The view width of the
middle section is only 11 cm - just over
a hand's width. The picture frame optics
typical for ONE are preserved: The dividing joint is exactly in the middle.

ONE in comparison. Fixed part and turn-tilt wing in one design.

11 cm

ONE by Josko
Fixed part and openable part with the same
frame width and the same glass - inside and
outside

-

Symmetrical
picture frame optics
even with multi-part elements.
Unlike conventional windows, ONE does
not allow the glass planes to intersect between openable and fixed parts. In addition, ONE has only a very small recess to
the glass outside and inside. An aesthetic
solution across the board.

Design window unit ALU, DS2 - no visible screw
connection to the window frame.

ONE by Josko

- Only 5 cm frame view width, barely 3
-

fingers wide
Symmetrical on all four sides

AVANTGARDE WINDOW SYSTEMS

Conventional window
With dominant broad frame
Not symmetrical: The more
floor plastered, the more
asymmetrical the view. The
window frame remains wide at
the bottom.

Each wing with different functions (such
as tilt-turn window and fixed parts) is
completely symmetrical and can be
arranged side by side or on top of each
other. The slim and all-round symmetrical
frame look always stays the same. From
inside and outside. One system, one look.

14 cm

Conventional window
Fixed part and openable part are in no respect
symmetrical

-

3

DEEP
SYMMETRY

-

www.josko.one

AVANTGARDE WINDOW SYSTEMS
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Sliding door FixFrame ONE App S frameless

AVANTGARDE WINDOW SYSTEMS

AVANTGARDE WINDOW SYSTEMS

MAXIMUM FREEDOM
IN CHOICE OF
MATERIAL

ONE in comparison. Interior view of the turn-tilt window.

ONE App: The freedom in choice of
material and style.
For decades, you could choose only
between wood, plastic or aluminium
for windows. With ONE App, new
opportunities are opening up. ONE's
revolutionary App technology delights
with beautiful surface applications for
maximum impact.

First the window,
then the App.
ONE App also offers quite practical benefits: Thus, the decision for the individual
indoor application is also possible upon
request only after installing the windows.
Damage to the application due to dirt,
building moisture and construction work
is avoided. The App is only applied at the
end.
50
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Sliding door ONE app real steel

New innovative
materials.
In addition to the elegant and tried-andtested wood surfaces from Josko in
wild oak, oak, spruce, larch and Oregon,
walnut, synthetic concrete, glass, brushed
aluminium and real ones are also available with ONE App Steel possible.

ONE App
Inside with maximum freedom of materials

Conventional aluminium window
Inside only available in aluminium

Genuine steel

AVANTGARDE WINDOW SYSTEMS

This allows ONE App to perfectly match
almost every living style- tailed for each
living room, matching the respective
architecture. For those seeking the
exceptional.

Glossy glass

Finely ground aluminium

Type Concrete

AVANTGARDE WINDOW SYSTEMS

Wood
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FixFrame ONE App S frameless

AVANTGARDE WINDOW SYSTEMS

AVANTGARDE WINDOW SYSTEMS

When openness is
rewarded with
breathtaking views.
WONDERFULLY JOSKO
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MODERN
When the natural sense of living has no limits and the transitions between outside and inside are fluid.
When nature always surrounds us and we can really relax where all the senses feel good.
When we can experience the freedom of our own four walls in their most beautiful form. Then this is: Beautiful Josko.
With windows and all-glass systems that can be combined in many ways.
MODERN WINDOW SYSTEMS

Exceptionally
beautiful windows.

Modern
flush

MODERN WINDOWS,
LIFT AND SLIDE DOORS AND
ALL-GLASS SYSTEMS

MORE LIGHT
The slightly sloping shape
of the window frame
allows more light into the
house.
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FLUSH FINISH
Josko design windows are
flush with the glass and
frame on the outside.

SIMPLE FORM
The concealed fitting gives
the window its slim design
and keeps the open window in the desired angle
due to the integrated turn
restrictor.

TIP

EASY TO CLEAN
The flush with the glass
panel ensures quick
cleanliness.

TIP
BUILD ON A BUDGET
Design windows from Josko have one
thing in common: the uniform aluminium
shell, which is highly weather-resistant.
It makes it possible for wood/aluminium
and plastic/aluminium to be combined in
one house.

The modern windows are
available in many lacquered, glazed, oiled and
hand-oiled wood colours.

Fenster
Systems.
One Look.

SMART MIX

3 window systems. One look outside.
Inside wood or plastic.

MODERN WINDOW SYSTEMS

MODERN WINDOW SYSTEMS

Platin

WOOD/ALUMINIUM-WINDOWS

Modern
flush
MORE LIGHT
Thanks to the bevelled shape,
the frames look even slimmer
and allow more light into the
room.
This is particularly advantageous for double or multi-leaf
windows.

REBATE JOINT
The alternating rebate for floor
glazing Platin and Platin Plus
is milled from one part. The
inserted bar can be omitted.
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ATTENTION TO DETAIL
The platinum success window from Josko
has been providing more light with its
unique frame shape since 2008. The standard triple glazing with optimal sound insulation and the processing from sustainable
wood make the trendsetter on the window
market even more energy efficient.

FLUSH ON 3 SIDES
The Platin family is not only flush-fitting to
glass and frame on the outside but also
flush-fitting to the frame on the inside for
an even slimmer look.

PLATIN
Best value:
Uw 0.74 W/m2K
System depth: 82 mm

PLATIN PLUS
Best value:
Uw 0.71 W/m2K
System depth: 103 mm

EXCELLENT SUSTAINABILITY
The Minergie Award confirms that our
platinum window has particularly good
properties in terms of thermal insulation,
tightness and sound insulation, while at the
same time offering good value for money.

TOO BEAUTIFUL TO BE TRUE?
No. The unique gluing allows the natural grain
of the wood to appear without interruption.
The industry-standard laminated timber look
with its colour and structural differences are
eliminated.
Josko design

Standard design

Platin

MODERN WINDOW SYSTEMS

MODERN WINDOW SYSTEMS
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PATIO DOOR
TIP
LARGE DIMENSIONS
Patio doors available up to
a maximum height of
3 metres.

PLATIN BLUE HS
The Platin Blue lift-and-slide door catches
the eye with its simple, slim frames and
flush glass look. As a wood/aluminium
door, it offers the cosiness of wood on the
inside and the resistance of aluminium on
the outside. The door can be coupled in
many ways and can perfectly be combined with the fixed element Blue.

PLATINUM
PATIO DOOR

The Platin Blue lift-and-slide
door catches the eye with
its simple, slim frames and
flush glass look.

Architect: VINI SIXTUS, architect Mag.arch. Vinzenz Naderer, photos: Andreas Hofer
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Patio door Platin inside,
oak N03 natural

LIFT&SLIDE DOOR

HARMONISES WITH MANY SYSTEMS.
It perfectly matches with the all-glass
system Platin Blue, with the Platin window
series and all of Josko's modern windowand all-glass systems.
REDUCED COLD RADIATION.
The triple glazing and the frame made of
solid wood reduce the cold radiation.
UG 0.5 AS STANDARD
Platin Blue by Josko is produced with triple
glazing Ug 0.5 as standard (compared to
competitors who often provide Ug 0.6).

BARRIER-FREE THRESHOLD
Without tripping hazard, on
request with a systemintegrable insect screen
sliding frame in the threshold.

MODERN WINDOW SYSTEMS

SLIM GUIDE RAIL
Aesthetics in every detail of
Josko products. The upper
guide rail is slim and elegant.

BARRIER-FREE THRESHOLD
The Isostep threshold has an
especially high heat insulation due to the GRP fibre
reinforced PVC and is also
designed with a high resistance to driving rain.
New! Available in many different colours.

SWIVEL MOUNTED PULL
HANDLE FOR PATIO DOORS
Functional and aesthetic - the
swivel-mounted pull handle
designed by Josko.
So slim and flat that it easily
fits under an insect screen
sliding frame.

MODERN WINDOW SYSTEMS

BEAUTIFUL STAINLESS
STEEL HINGES
Exclusively for wood/
aluminium patio doors:
beautiful stainless steel
hinges for heavy and high
door leaves. New! also
available in black.

FixFrame
Platin
FRAMELESS
ALL-GLASS
ARCHITECTURE
THAT SETS
STANDARDS.

EXCELLENT PIONEERING WORK
Josko has been a pioneer of all-glass
systems since 2004. With FixFrame
Platin, Josko sets a new architectural standard, particularly in regard to
details. FixFrame offers even more
freedom of design without compromising static, impermeability and thermal
insulation.

MANY INNOVATIVE ADVANTAGES:
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DRAINAGE CHANNEL
To drain large volumes of water
quickly and reliably. Functional
and beautiful.

BARRIER-FREE THRESHOLD
With a simple structure.
New! Available in many different colours.

CONCEALED CABLE ANCHORING & SLIDING INSECT SCREEN
Running upwards the first time
and thus ensuring a simple look.
SUITABLE FOR PASSIVE HOUSE
Best value with triple glass
Ug 0.5 Uw 0.58 W/m² K
Depending on the glazing chosen,
it is suitable for low energy, or
passive and energy-plus houses.
FIRE PROTECTION
Fixed part optionally fire
protection certified.

DESIGN WINDOW SILL
Exclusive to Josko, The innovative
window sill without visible
fastening screws is significantly
lower than others.
This does not detract from the
tightness.
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For comparison:
a traditional window sill

EASY TO REPAIR
Glass replacement is easier than
with other systems.

TIP

INDIVIDUAL SPECIAL SHAPES
such as bevels, step glass and
corners are possible.

LARGE DIMENSIONS
Fixed part possible up to a
maximum height of 4.5 m.

MODERN WINDOW SYSTEMS

MODERN WINDOW SYSTEMS

Platin
Blue
SLIM GLASS
ARCHITECTURE FOR
OPEN, BRIGHT LIVING.

The second all-glass system by Josko:
Platin Blue. Impressively slim frames –
aluminium on the outside, wood on the
inside – enhance modern architecture.
With an equally attractive price-performance ratio. Platin Blue comes ready-tofit, which makes it pleasantly simple to
handle and assemble: the perfect solution
for both new builds and renovations.
Style-lovers can choose from a seamless

connection with all-glass joints, classic
wooden frames or slim aluminium
profiles. The Platin Blue range features
many ready-to-fit elements (Platin
window, Platin Plus, Platin Blue lift-andslide door, Platin patio door and Nevos
Alu SET entrance door).

MANY INNOVATIVE ADVANTAGES:
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MODERN WINDOW SYSTEMS

ALL-GLASS JOINT
All-glass joints are a high-end
solution. They can be joined on
their long side or around a corner.
Choose between aluminium cover
or high-quality enamel edge
without aluminium cover.

BARRIER-FREE THRESHOLD
No tripping hazard and a
front-mounted insectscreen can
be installed if desired.

COUPLING WITH STATIC
PILASTER
A static pilaster ensures good
support and looks like an all-glass
joint from outside.

FLUSH ELEMENTS
Window and patio door are flush
fitting in- and outside.

EXTREMELY SLIM FRAMES
This ensures maximum glazing,
transparency and light, with
optimum thermal insulation.

EASY TO REPLACE THE GLASS
In case of breakage, the glass can
be replaced from outside.

MODERN WINDOW SYSTEMS

Safir

PVC/ALUMINIUM WINDOW

Modern
flush

PERFECTLY SHAPED
The glass-bead free sash not
only looks beautiful, it is also
effortless to keep clean.

DEMANDING DETAILS
The bevelled wing shape allows more light
into the room and ensures a slim look. At
the same time, the slope improves the air
circulation and heat flow at the window and
thus reduces the formation of condensation on the window.
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TIP

FLUSH ON 3 SIDES
The Safir family is not only flush-fitting
to glass and frame on the outside but
also flush-fitting to the frame on the
inside for an even slimmer look.
EXCELLENT AND SHAPELY
Safir has been awarded the Red Dot
Design Award and the German Design
Award.
SAFIR PURE
Best value:
Uw 0.71 W/m2K
System depth: 100 mm

SAFIR PLUS
Best value:
Uw 0.67 W/m2K
System depth: 100 mm

MODERN WINDOW SYSTEMS

COUPLING
Stable, narrow couplings and
mullions paired with extremely
slim pilaster strips for high
structural requirements.

When buying a window,
make sure that the plastic
is free of lead and cadmium.
This has been standard at
Josko for years.

NEW! BEAUTIFUL
CORNER CONNECTIONS
Standard design joint. Instead
of the usual U-shaped, wide
and angular recessed corner
connection joint, Josko PVCwindows are designed with a
V-shaped, delicate and
easy-to-clean design joint.

MODERN WINDOW SYSTEMS

PATENTED PROFILE
STRUCTURE
The innovative and patented
profile structure additionally
reinforces the frame and provides maximum heat values.

LIFT&SLIDE DOOR

PATIO DOOR
PATIO DOOR SAFIR
In the PVC/aluminium window, Josko combines 4 qualities: a flush and slim design and
warmth and stability. In addition, Safir offers
more light due to the slim, bevelled and stable sash frame.

FLUSH-FITTING, RECESSED
UPPER GUIDE RAILS
Unlike conventional PVC
lift-and-slide doors, the
technology behind the system
is invisible, ensuring a slim,
elegant look.

TIP
PATIO DOORS
Offer a maximum height
of up to 2.70 meters

SAFIR BLUE HS
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SLIM, FLUSH-FITTING DOOR
LEAF DESIGN
A first for Josko: modern allglass design in less expensive
PVC material.

8 GUIDE ROLLERS.
EASY TO USE.
Not the usual 4 but up to 8
rollers ensure an effortless
operation of the 400 kg sash.

The impressively slim PVC lift-and-slide
door Safir Blue. Together with the PVC/
aluminium windows of the Safir and
Topas series, the first PVC all-glass
system from Josko is created. clearly a
beautiful connection to the outdoors.

BARRIER-FREE THRESHOLD
No tripping hazard and you
can even integrate a
front-mounted sliding insect
screen. New! Available in
many different colours.

MODERN WINDOW SYSTEMS

Patio door coupled with fixed part and
extremely slim pilaster strip.

STRONG STRUCTURE
SLIM DESIGN
Static pilaster strips ensure
a reliable hold and stable
couplings.

MODERN WINDOW SYSTEMS

BARRIER-FREE THRESHOLD
The Isostep threshold has an
especially high heat insulation due to the GRP fibre
reinforced PVC and is also
designed with a high resistance to driving rain.
New! Available in many different colours.

Safir
Blue
ELEGANT AND
IMPRESSIVELY SLIM
MANY INNOVATIVE ADVANTAGES:
Combined with existing PVC/aluminium
windows in the Safir and Topas family,
the new PVC/aluminium lift-and-slide
door and slim fixed component form a
new all-glass system: Safir Blue. The
impressively slim appearance ensures
maximum transparency at an affordable
price. In addition to ONE, FixFrame and
Platin Blue, Safir Blue is Josko's fourth
all-glass system.
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ELEGANT AND EFFICIENT
The almost frameless look ensures bright,
open rooms and satisfies all the modern
architectural requirements for creating a
warm and cosy atmosphere – and all this
in less costly PVC material. The interior
design without glass beads and the flush
exterior complement modern architecture
and offer a pleasant feeling of well-being.

COMBINABLE
As with the Platin Blue wood/aluminium
all-glass system, the slim frames are
equipped with reassuringly weather
resistant aluminium on the outside. This
means that both systems can be
combined in a single unit, which is not
only architecturally innovative but also
saves money.

EXTREMELY SLIM FRAMES
Now also available in PVC. This
ensures maximum glazing,
transparency and light, with
optimum thermal insulation. The
frame is as slim as it is for the
exclusive wood/aluminium model
Platin Blue.

BARRIER-FREE THRESHOLD
No tripping hazard and a
front-mounted insectscreen can
be installed if desired.
New! Available in many different
colours.

GLASS-BEAD FREE LOOK
Beauty is in what you don't see
– such as glass strips and joints.
The slim elevation with slanted
frame also favours light incidence
and solar energy production.

SLIM, FLUSH-FITTING DOOR
LEAF DESIGN
A first for Josko: modern all-glass
design in less expensive PVC
material.

MODERN WINDOW SYSTEMS
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MODERN WINDOW SYSTEMS

Topas

PVC/ALUMINIUM WINDOW
TIP

Modern
flush

When buying a window,
make sure that the plastic
is free of lead and cadmium. This has been standard at Josko for years.
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TOPAS & TOPAS PLUS
are the perfect options for beginners and
are suitable also for slim budgets without
having to compromise on
the exterior look.

FLUSH FITTING
flush on 2 sides. Flush-fitting to glass
and frame. Slightly rebated on the
inside without glass beads - makes it
easy to clean.
PATENTED STABILITY
In addition, reinforced, patented
profile structure at an affordable
price.
TOPAS
Best value:
Uw 0.74 W/m2K
System depth: 100 mm

GLASS-BEAD FREE LOOK
Beauty is in what you don't see – such
as glass strips and joints.
The slim elevation with slanted frame
also favours light incidence and solar
energy production.
PATENTED PROFILE STRUCTURE
The innovative and patented profile
structure additionally reinforces the
frame and provides maximum heat
values.

NEW! BEAUTIFUL
CORNER CONNECTIONS
Standard design joint. Instead
of the usual U-shaped, wide
and angular recessed corner
connection joint, Josko plastic
windows are designed with a
V-shaped, delicate and
easy-to-clean design joint.

TOPAS PLUS
Best value:
Uw 0.68 W/m2K
System depth: 84 mm

MODERN WINDOW SYSTEMS

MODERN WINDOW SYSTEMS

PATIO DOOR

TOPAS PATIO DOOR

Beautiful and beautifully warm.
Topas is flush on the outside, slim and
perfectly fits the existing design
window family.
An attractive design is combined with
warmly recommended inner values.
Above all, it has a top heat value that
reduces heating bills and environmental pollution.

TIP
PATIO DOORS
Offer a maximum height
of up to 2.70 meters
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Photos: Roland Wimmer

COUPLINGS
Stable, narrow couplings and
mullions paired with extremely
slim pilaster strips for high
structural requirements.

BARRIER-FREE THRESHOLD
The Isostep threshold has an
exceptionally good heat
insulation due to its GRP fibre
reinforced PVC and is designed for a high resistance to
driving rain. New! Available in
many different colours.

MODERN WINDOW SYSTEMS

LARGE DIMENSIONS
Patio doors are available up to
a maximum height of 2.7m.
This height is possible due to
an innovative positioning of
an additional steel reinforcement in the profile.

MODERN WINDOW SYSTEMS

Modern Classic

THE FLUSH-FITTING WINDOWS WITH GLAZING BARS

TIP
The Classic line by Josko
skilfully combines the
touch of urbanity with
rural down-to-earthiness.
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TIMELESS DESIGN
Those who want to live in a classic style
rely on durability and understatement.

PLATIN CLASSIC

Modern
flush

SAFIR CLASSIC

Contemporary design with a special
classic touch: From now on, our modern
window systems Platin, Platin Plus, Safir
Pure, Safir Plus, Topas, Topas Plus as well
as the associated fixed part are optionally
available with a 9 mm glass recess on the
outside. This allows for an elegant
combination with especially slim 25 mm

MODERN WINDOW SYSTEMS

TOPAS CLASSIC

bars – ideal for current interior trends with
classic comfort but also for example, for
urban lofts with a special architectural
character. Another innovation: Our modern
windows are now optionally available with
black PVC glazing bar spacers. These
provide a reduced heat bridge compared
to metal glazing bar spacers.

A STYLE OF LIVING WITH
EVERLASTING VALIDITY

Is it the charm of the simplicity? Or is
it the seductively new variant of an old
flame? No matter why you choose the
imperishable classic look - the lattice
windows from Josko are a lifelong
pleasure.

SLIM GLAZING BARS
25 mm slim and flush bars.
Ideal for most modern
demands with a desire for
classic comfort.

MODERN WINDOW SYSTEMS

GLAZING BARS
FLUSHED & SLIM
Flush fitting to frame and with
only 9 mm glass recess optically also almost flush fitting
to glass.
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When natural
comfort moves
in with the windows.
WONDERFULLY JOSKO
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CLASSIC
When we long for rest in these fast-paced times. If we value natural comfort and cosiness is the standard we want to meet.
Then, with its classic windows, Josko offers timeless design and a solid appearance, in which we feel comfortable
in our home even after many years, just like on the first day.

CLASSIC WINDOW SYSTEMS

Comfortably
beautiful windows.
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CLASSIC WINDOWS
AND LIFT&SLIDE DOORS

Classically
rebated

SIMPLE FORM
The concealed fitting gives
the window its slim design
and keeps the open window in the desired angle
due to the integrated turn
restrictor.
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REBATED LOOK
Window frame, sash and
glass are rebated. The
familiar window look
also uses modern Josko
technology.
ALU COVER
with concealed drainage.
It protects the window
from weathering and
makes it durable. Many
colours are also highly
weather-resistant as
standard.

SMART MIX
ACCESSORIES
Uniform handle design
- for windows, entrance
doors and interior doors

TIP

TIP
BUILD ON A BUDGET
Classic windows from Josko have one
thing in common: the uniform aluminium
shell, which is highly weather-resistant.
It makes it possible for wood/aluminium
and PVC/aluminium to be combined in
one house.

The classic windows are
available in many lacquered, glazed, oiled and
hand-oiled wood colours as
well as with trendy decorative foils.

Fenster
systems.
One Look.

SMART MIX

2 window systems.
One look outside.
Inside wood or plastic.
CLASSIC WINDOW SYSTEMS

CLASSIC WINDOW SYSTEMS
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CLASSIC WINDOW SYSTEMS

CLASSIC WINDOW SYSTEMS

Diamant 89 & Titan 101
WOOD/ALUMINIUM-WINDOWS

Classically
rebated

BARRIER-FREE
Floor-to-ceiling windows and
patio doors are exposed to
high weather conditions. The
barrier-free Isostep threshold
does not give even large
amounts of water a chance.
Thanks to good thermal
insulation, the interior remains
particularly comfortable.
Available in many colours on
request.
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TIMELESS DESIGN
Design does not compete with time here,
but is timeless. Ideal for current living
trends with a classic and cosy character.

REBATED LOOK
Window frames, sashes and glass are rebated
for a classic window look
EXCELLENT ENERGY SAVING
Awarded the State Energy Award, the solid
and natural wood/aluminium window helps to
reduce heating costs.

DIAMANT 89
Best value:
Uw 0.73 W/m2K
System depth: 89 mm

TITAN 101
Best value:
Uw 0.70 W/m2K
System depth: 101 mm

CLASSIC WINDOW SYSTEMS

REFINED WOOD SURFACES
All wood types are available with a
varnished or (hand)olied finish if
desired. Pick the shade you like best.

NEW! SLIM WOODEN BARS
The new rung, which is only
25 mm slim, looks classic
and modern at the same time.
Wooden glazing bars are
screwed to the frame and the
glass beads. Also available in
30 mm and 44 mm thickness.

CLASSIC WINDOW SYSTEMS

BRUSHED WOOD LOOKS
MORE NATURAL
Soft parts of the wood are
brushed off. Harder parts, like
annual rings remain and are
highlighted. This makes the
wood more resistant.
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Opal Alu

PVC/ALUMINIUM WINDOWS

Classically
rebated

GLAZING BAR OPTIONS
For Opal, several glazing bar
options are available. No
matter if placed on the in- or
outside or in-between panes
- glazing bars create a
comfortable home.

COUPLING
Stable, narrow couplings and
mullions paired with extremely
slim pilaster strips for high
structural requirements.
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PROVEN DESIGN - REBATED LOOK
Design does not compete with time here, but is
timeless. Ideal for current trends and for a slim
budget - but still with a graceful design.

REBATED LOOK
Window frame, sash and glass are
rebated.
PROVEN ECONOMICAL
Opal impresses with its outstanding
heat value and helps to significantly
reduce heating costs. Suitable for
passive and low-energy houses at a
good price/performance ratio.
OPAL ALU
Best value:
Uw 0.72 W/m2K
System depth: 91 mm

OPAL PLUS ALU
Best value:
Uw 0.64 W/m2K
System depth: 91 mm

CLASSIC WINDOW SYSTEMS

BARRIER-FREE
Floor-to-ceiling windows and patio
doors are exposed to high weather
conditions. The barrier-free Isostep
threshold does not give even large
amounts of water a chance.
Thanks to good thermal insulation,
the interior remains particularly
comfortable. Available in many
colours on request.

DECORATIVE FOILS
With the decorative films from
Josko you give simple plastic
windows an individual (wood)
look on the inside.

CLASSIC WINDOW SYSTEMS

NEW! BEAUTIFUL
CORNER CONNECTIONS
Standard design joint. Instead of
the usual U-shaped, wide and
angular recessed corner
connection joint, Josko plastic
windows are designed with a
V-shaped, delicate and easy-toclean design joint.
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Rubin 78 & 90
WOOD WINDOWS

TIP
FOR EVEN SLIMMER
VISIBLE WIDTHS
The window sash is
optionally available in a
slimmer version.

Classically
rebated
BARRIER-FREE
Floor-to-ceiling windows and
patio doors are exposed to
high weather conditions. The
barrier-free Isostep threshold
does not give even large
amounts of water a chance.
Thanks to good thermal
insulation, it remains
particularly comfortable
inside. Available in many
colours on request.
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RESOURCE-EFFICIENT ARCHITECTURE
Ecological living and design claim. You
think that combining both is impossible? It
is not. Thanks to the Rubin family from
Josko, the honest wooden window which is
available oiled and varnished in many
colours.

REBATED LOOK
Window frame, sash and glass are rebated.
TEST PASSED WITH DISTINCTION.
The tightness test of the accredited test
centre Holzforschung Austria approved
best values for air- and driving rain tightness as well as wind resistance.

RUBIN 78
Best value:
Uw 0.76 W/m2K
System depth: 78 mm

RUBIN 90
Best value:
Uw 0.72 W/m2K
System depth: 90 mm

CLASSIC WINDOW SYSTEMS

TRADITIONAL NATURALNESS
WITH A SLIM FRAME
Josko also scores with the classic
wooden window with a slimmer frame
than usual on the market. The coupled
frame remains slimmer than usual even
in combination with a fixed part. The
frame is available in a slimmer version on
request.
NEW! SLIM
WOODEN RUNGS
The new rung, which is only
25 mm slim, looks classic
and modern at the same time.
Wooden glazing bars are
screwed to the frame and the
glass beads. Also available in
30 mm and 44 mm thickness.

CLASSIC WINDOW SYSTEMS

BRUSHED WOOD LOOKS
MORE NATURAL
Soft parts of the wood are
brushed off. Harder parts, like
annual rings remain and are
highlighted. This makes the
wood more resistant.
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Opal

PVC WINDOWS

Classically
rebated

SPOTLESSLY CLEAN
A concealed drainage provides a flawless look without
slots, millings on the frame
or yellowed cover caps.
Water stains have no chance
and cleaning is made much
easier.

For comparison: Conventional
drainage
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INEXPENSIVE DESIGN CLASSIC
Inexpensive to buy. Economical to use.
Beautiful for a lifetime. Ideal for current
living trends for small budgets with design
demands.

REBATED LOOK
Window frame, sash and glass are
rebated.
PROVEN ECONOMICAL
Opal impresses with its outstanding
heat value and helps to significantly
reduce heating costs. Suitable for
passive and low energy houses.
Inexpensive and tried and tested.
OPAL
Best value:
Uw 0.72 W/m2K
System depth: 94.2 mm

OPAL PLUS
Best value:
Uw 0.64 W/m2K
System depth: 94.2 mm

CLASSIC WINDOW SYSTEMS

BARRIER-FREE
Floor-to-ceiling windows and patio
doors are exposed to high weather
conditions. The barrier-free Isostep
threshold does not give even large
amounts of water a chance.
Thanks to good thermal insulation,
the interior remains particularly
comfortable. Available in many
colours on request.

SURPRISINGLY
EASY TO CLEAN
Effortless cleaning due to
easy-to-clean profile contours.

CLASSIC WINDOW SYSTEMS

NEW! BEAUTIFUL CORNER
CONNECTIONS
Standard design joint. Instead
of the usual U-shaped, wide
and angular recessed corner
connection joint, Josko PVC
windows are designed with a
V-shaped, delicate and
easy-to-clean design joint.
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Diamant 89,
Ruby 78 & Opal

INFO

LIFE&SLIDE DOORS

With sophisticated technology and proven
tightness (by Holzforschung Austria) of
Rubin 78, Diamant 89 and Opal by Josko,
even large glass elements can be opened
effortlessly.

The new Opal lift&slide
door now offers even
more transparent freedom, even in plastic.
TEST PASSED WITH DISTINCTION.
Before their market maturity, Josko's lift-and-slide doors
had to pass several internal tests and had to wait for further
development. This persistence paid off. The tightness test of
the accredited test centre Holzforschung Austria approved
best values for air- and driving rain tightness as well as wind
resistance.

TIP
Josko's lift-and-slide
systems are available in
the same materials as
Josko window systems.
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Opal L&S

CLASSIC LIVING
For classic house and room designs, nature is an important
element. This is why large sliding elements suit the classic designs just as well as they suit the avantgarde/modern designs.
They let the outdoors into the living room and spoil the senses
with garden scents, birds' twittering and fresh air.

SLIM GUIDE RAIL
Aesthetics in every detail of Josko
products. The upper guide rail is slim and
elegant.

Diamant L&S, Rubin L&S

EVEN SLIMMER VISIBLE WIDTH
The new Opal lift-and-slide door
offers even more transparent
freedom now.

Photo: Gerhard Wasserbauer

CLASSIC LIFT-AND-SLIDE DOORS

CLASSIC LIFT-AND-SLIDE DOORS

BARRIER-FREE THRESHOLD
No tripping hazard and a
front-mounted insectscreen can
be installed if desired. New!
Available in many different
colours.

Roller shutters

Interior Venetian blinds
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Folding shutters

Venetian blinds

Architect DI Michael Prodinger, Photo: Roland Wimmer

Sun shading
by Josko.

Josko's elegant sun shading solutions provide plenty of
shade during the day and ensure an even temperature
inside the house while the sun shines brightly outside. In the
evening, the roller- and folding shutters and interior and exterior Venetian blinds protect your privacy. They also prevent
weathering and help save energy.
The sun protection solutions from Josko have been developed in-house and therefore match the window to the last
detail, both in terms of design and technology. In particular,
guide rails and insect protection solutions appear particularly
simple and elegant.
Architect: Gassner & Zarecky, Photo: Sabine Bungert

SUN SHADING

SUN SHADING

Entrance doors
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ENTRANCE DOORS

JOSKO
PRODUCTDOORS
DIVERSITY
ENTRANCE

Nevos & Vitas

TWO SYSTEMS. MANY ADVANTAGES.

3
1

Flush-fitting, seamless door leaf design
or traditional frame construction? Two
series, one idea: to create a front door of
such a high quality that fulfills all
expectations.

Easy to clean
Easy to clean, flush,
locking parts

Noise and burglary
protection
Double rebate for
improved burglary up
to 37 dB and sound
insulation.

For particularly high demands on stability,
safety and thermal insulation - and in a
breathtaking variety of designs from over
100 models. Made from high-quality solid
wood with an additional HPL composite
panel, as in Nevos, or with a traditional

frame construction, as in Vitas. Both
series have warm, high-quality wood
inside and can also be fitted with an
aluminium covering outside to satisfy
even higher requirements. Nevos and
Vitas: entrance doors for life – made for
generations.

Follow this link to
the interactive 3D
animations of Nevos
& Vitas

INFO
90 mm thick door leaf for
more security, stability,
warmth and sound
insulation.
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2

2x
5-POINT-LOCKING

1x

Tested barrier-free
Only 20 mm high and
yet extremely watertight,
the threshold creates a
sensational heat value of
up to Ud 0.61

2 on top: Pin- and hook bolts provide
security against levering the door out and
separating the frame and leaf.
1 in the middle of the door: secured
through a lock latch and a bolt of
massive steel with a max. depth.
2 on bottom: Pin- and hook bolts provide
security against levering the door out and
separating the frame and leaf.

2x

ENTRANCE DOORS

ENTRANCE DOORS
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Entrance Doors
Accessories
in Smart Mix

PRETTY SAFE.
DEFINITELY PRETTY.
FLUSH FITTING, BURGLARY
PROTECTION AND DARK COLOURS.
Josko skilfully draws attention to the
current architectural trend and launches
2 new handle fittings with a standard RC2
burglary protection. On the exterior, both
feature a flush anti-plug-pull protection.
Available in the the Smart Mix colour
stainless steel satin finish, RAL 9005
black matt or Effect 3.

INSIDE
VIEW

OUTSIDE
VIEW

ENTRANCE DOOR ACCESSORIES
IN SMART MIX
Handle, handle bar, skirting board, stripes,
fingerscan – these accessories used to
be available in satin finished stainless
steel only.
Handle bar

EVO 11-1600

Effect 3

100
100
FINGERPRINT
INTEGRA

Effect 3

FINE STRUCTURE COLOUR EFFECT 3
Josko exclusively offers the entrance
door accessories in the trend colour
Effect 3 now.
RAL 9005 BLACK MATT
All entrance door accessories are now
available in the colour RAL 9005 black
matt.

Effect 3

EVO SK2
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NEVOS - Model inside with full door leaf
Surface oak N06 silver grey rough sawn
Handle EVO SK2 Effect 3

YOUR SMARTPHONE
BECOMES YOUR DOOR OPENER!
EVO SK2

Outer rosette is flushfitting; also available in
angular shape Effect 3

Color stripes
Effect 3

You used to be able to open your
entrance doors with a finger scan – from
now on you can open them with the ekey
smartphone app via bluetooth: simple,
save and comfortable .

THE 2-CHANNEL VERSION
INTEGRA 2 BT/APP.
The ideal fingerscan solution for more
than one door - a second entrance door,
a side entrance door or the garage door.

DE.NIRO 4 Nevos Natur – SET outside

Surface knotty oak N06 silver grey brushed
Stripes Color Effect 3
Handle bar EVO 11-1600 Effect 3
Motor lock Genius CA with Integra 1 BT/App

ENTRANCE DOORS MODERN

INTEGRA 1 BT/APP
AT AN ESPECIALLY
ATTRACTIVE PRICE NOW.
The latest fingerscan technology has a
special app programming with easy
menu navigation and user management.

ENTRANCE DOORS MODERN

Nevos

COMPOSITE ENTRANCE DOOR

Modern
flush
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PADUA 2 Nevos Alu - outside
Surface Alu effect5

PADUA 2 Nevos Alu - inside
Larch N20 beige surface

EXCELLENT VALUES

IMPRESSIVE LOOK

Massive door leaf design with a thermal foam core of min.74
mm and in materials technology for top heat values up to Ud
0.61 W/m2K* compared to conventional aluminium doors with a
value of Ud 1.5 W/m2K

With flush-fitting stepped glass as an option

Triple glass from Ug 0.6 W/m2K to partially Ug 0.5 W/m2K
standard
Frameless side element and Nevos e-models in standard option
Ug 0.9 w/m2K. Under certain circumstances a value of up to Ug
0.6 w/m2K is possible
Impressive sound insulation up to 37 dB*

Smooth door leaf - no frame as with conventional
aluminium doors
Surfaces for out- and inside can be picked independently of the other.

Architect: Dietrich | Untertrifaller Architects, photo: Sabine Bungert

NEVOS ALU
Durable aluminium on the outside, comfortable wood
on the inside or durable and simple composite
material.

Up to a height of 2.6 m and with top panel even up to
3.88 m
Combination of All-glass systems with flush entrance
door in wood optics possible
Burglar-resistant class RC2 available on request

Awarded the Energie Genie
Nevos Color with full door leaf and Nevos Natur in spruce full
were, furthermore, awarded with the passive house certificate.

Awarded the reddot Design Award
(Nevos Glass)
NEVOS COLOR

* depending on model

ENTRANCE DOORS

NEVOS ALU

ENTRANCE DOORS

NEVOS NATUR

Nevos

COMPOSITE ENTRANCE DOOR

De.Niro Nevos / Art-Steel

Well.Come Nevos / Art-Corten

Well.Come Nevos / Art-Concrete

Well.Come Nevos
With frameless side element

Well.Come Nevos

So.Long Nevos
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NEVOS GLASS
THE AVANTGARDE
ENTRANCE DOOR
WITH GLASS SURFACE.

De.Niro 4

Midway 2

De.Niro Nevos
With frameless side element

De.Niro Nevos

Balance Nevos
With frameless side element

Waffle Nevos
With frameless side element

Glossy glass surfaces in various enamel
colours as well as elegant black shine
glass, highly reflective with metallic
coating, provide a trendy and avantgarde
design. But there‘s more: Josko‘s Frame
LED offers you the brightest of welcomes
when coming home late at night.

OPTIONALLY WITH
AUTOMATIC SWING-DOOR OPENER.

ENTRANCE DOORS MODERN

ENTRANCE DOORS MODERN

New Deal 1 Nevos

Big Zen 4 Nevos

Midway 2 Nevos

San Fran 1 Nevos

Sailing 3 Nevos

Padua 2 Nevos
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Flat Screen 3 Nevos

Long Line 1 Nevos

Padua 2 Vitas

Matrix 2 F Nevos

Pallas 5 Nevos

Blockbuster Vitas

Architect: Gassner & Zarecky, Photo: Sabine Bungert

ENTRANCE DOORS MODERN

ENTRANCE DOORS MODERN

Vitas

SOLID WOOD ENTRANCE DOOR

Classically
rebated
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PADUA 2 Vitas - outside
Surface spruce N90 white heaven

PADUA 2 Vitas - inside
Surface spruce W31 off-white

TRADITIONAL FRAME CONSTRUCTION

Photo: Gerhard Wasserbauer

Up to Ud 0.88 W/m2K*
Triple glass from Ug 0.6 W/m2K to partially Ug 0.5
W/m2K standard*

See our website for more models
www.josko.at

VITAS SOLID WOOD
The Vitas Blockbuster model can be combined in many
ways - as here with a large glass side panel.

Impressive sound insulation up to 35 dB*
Up to a height of 2.8 m
Combination of All-glass systems with flush
entrance door in wood optics possible
Optionally with aluminium shell or aluminium
cover outside
Solid wood from sustainable forestry
Burglar-resistant class RC2 available on request

VITAS

VITAS ALU

*depending on model

CLASSIC ENTRANCE DOORS

CLASSIC ENTRANCE DOORS

VITAS ALU F

Vitas

SOLID WOOD ENTRANCE DOOR

Stubai Vitas

Hochwald Vitas

Ringstraße 1 Nevos

Lilienfeld Vitas

Sonnblick Vitas

Traunstein 1 Vitas
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Entrance door Gablonz Vitas in larch oiled

NATURAL LIVING.
ENTRANCE DOOR
CLASSIC BY JOSKO.

Padua 3 Vitas

Padua 2 Vitas
With side element

Fuschl Vitas

Hand sorted wood quality ...

... preciously hand crafted

... and oiled

Photo: Heidemarie Pleschko

Wood is an evergreen. Whenever classical
design is desired, wood plays a part. The
precious natural material still delights its
fans. Wood's warm radiance: wood is a
classic. It stands the test of time. In terms
of trends and functionality.

CLASSIC ENTRANCE DOORS

The models of the entrance door series
Vitas, Vitas Alu and Vitas Alu F combine
the best of nature with modern technology. Precious natural design inside and
protective, weather-resistant aluminium
outside.

CLASSIC ENTRANCE DOORS

Interior doors
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JOSKO PRODUCT DIVERSITY

So beautiful,
so natural.
JOSKO INTERIOR DOORS
AT A GLANCE
AVANTGARDE

MODERN

CLASSIC
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MET 56 SYSTEM

SYSTEM ONE 56 APP

BET SYSTEM

SYSTEM VET

WALL-FITTING WITH PLASTERED FRAME
The consistent design innovation: Frame, door leaf and wall
merge to form an elegant and simple unit. Available both opening to the inside or opening to outside.
Also available as MET 40.

FLUSH FITTING WITH 50MM SLEEK CLADDING
The new design highlight from Josko: The ideal partner for the
new, particularly slim ONE window and sliding door system and
for all uncompromisingly modern living styles.

FLUSH FITTING MIT 60 MM OR 80 MM CLADDING
Convincing in form and function: The frame cladding together
with the flush door leaf ensures a superior simple look with
elegant proportions.

REBATED WITH 60 MM OR 80 MM CLADDING
VET, the classic among the rebated frame systems from Josko.

INTERIOR DOORS

INTERIOR DOORS

In love with wood.

OIL SURFACE
The wood remains porous
and reacts to the humidity.
It therefore contributes to a
healthy indoor climate and
impresses with its natural
grain and velvety feel.

REAL WOOD VENEER
Josko relies on natural, real
veneers and does not use
wood plastic decorative
films.

VENEER SELECTION
Optionally, the individual
veneer selection can be made
in the Josko plant in Kopfing.
We consider a surface pattern
and simultaneous veneer
reservation as a special service
for our customers.

CLUDO MAGNETIC LOCK
Feather-light closing
The magnetic latch lock
contributes to the well-being
of its users, because it not
only closes your door almost
silently, but also particularly
smoothly.
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REAL WOOD EDGE
Patented folding edges
made of solid wood
protect the interior veneer
doors and make them
particularly durable.

FEEL THE REAL THING
Josko's interior doors open up an extraordinary world full of new design options. When
simplicity never seems monotonous, but
always elegant, and wood not only looks
like wood, but we can feel and grasp the
real thing.

G40

INSIDE DOOR CORE
The stable, sustainable flat core
of the Josko interior doors with a
door thickness of 40 mm ensures
a long service life and good sound
and heat insulation. With a door
thickness of 56 mm, the door core
made of lightweight board provides very high stability, especially
for floor-to-ceiling door models.

ROBUST TOP LAYER
Josko only uses highdensity fibreboard of
particularly high quality for
optimum robustness.

INTERIOR DOORS

SOFT CLOSE & STOP
The newly integrated Soft
Close & Stop soft close damper, with damping function on
both sides, ensures controlled
opening and closing of Josko
interior doors.

INTERIOR DOORS

G5

NATURAL MATT TOP
LACQUER COAT
Natural matt top lacquer coat
G5 has a velvety feel.
Unlike varnishes used in
standard with gloss level G40.
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Aesthetic
naturalness

THERE IS A LOT
MORE TO WHITE
THAT YOU THINK.

INTERIOR DOORS BY
JOSKO. AS BEAUTIFUL AS
DESIGNER FURNITURE.
Josko's interior doors also maintain
the sleek-look, especially with the MET
flush-fitting door and frame system.
The centrepiece of this door system is a
special aluminium frame that can be
plastered over or painted in the same
colour as the wall to make it “invisible”.
The door leaf is completely flush with the
wall and can, on request, be painted to
blend in with the wall using latex
wall paint.

Spruce RAL 9016 white

Wild oak N09 white heaven
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Larch N333 scandic white

AT JOSKO, WHITE
IS NOT A COLOUR.
IT'S AN INSPIRING
WORLD FULL
OF NEW LIVING IDEAS.

Did you know that white interior doors
from Josko can also be genuine wooden
doors? Even with our basic interior door
variants, you have e.g. the choice
between high-quality, high-density
fibreboard in white lacquer or white
lacquered beech. Other rock-solid woods
such as spruce or ash are also popular

Architect Tomáš Hruška,
Photo: Andreas Hofer

INTERIOR DOORS

INTERIOR DOORS

with our RAL-lacquered white interior
doors. And since wood is often too
beautiful to hide its surface, at Josko you
can also choose oiled Smart Mix white
tones such as White Heaven, Pearl White
or Scandic White, which combine the
colour white with beautiful real wood
structures.

PRADO V

FLUSH
FANLIGHT
MET is a door system that has been
consistently designed according to a
minimalist design philosophy, for
absolute flush with the wall and a
impressively simple look. Of course, the
new fanlights for MET are no exception.
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PRADO V - Met 40
Spruce RAL 9016 brushed
cross-veneered white
Handle Chamäleon

PRADO V - Met 56
Wild oak N09 white heaven
cross-veneered, handle 8993
ONE black matt

VIENNA - Met 40

Spruce N08 beach, hand-oiled,
glass Satinato grey, handle 8993
ONE black matt

PRADO V - Met 56
Wild oak N06 silver grey
cross-veneered, brushed, handle
9023 Cube pure black matt

PRADO GG - Met 40
Outw. opening,
Glass Satinato white

PRADO V - Met 56
Oak N07 nature even, cross-veneered brushed, handles Chameleon insert N07 nature

PRADO V - Met 56
Oak Venice N07 nature brushed,
hand oiled, cross-veneered handle 9023 Chameleon with inlay

PRADO V - Met 56
Wild oak trunk N07 nature, hand
oiled, cross-veneered, handle
8993 ONE black matt

LARGO MET 56

Wild oak N14 bog-look oak nature
Handle Chamäleon inlay N14 bog-look oak nature

TIMELESS BEAUTY.
NEW INTERPRETATION.

Modern architectural concepts are living
the trend: all is permitted that pleases.
Not only simple furniture is used but also
pieces with a strong character. Josko
moves with the trend and re-interprets
the proven panel door Largo.

LARGO NOW ALSO IN MET.

AVANTGARDE INTERIOR DOORS

Thanks to a thicker door leaf construction
of 56 mm the door can now be installed
as MET door, flush-fitting to the wall.
Well tried. Newly interpreted.

AVANTGARDE INTERIOR DOORS

ONE by Josko
Interior doors with innovation.

ONE 56 APP
WILD OAK
TRUNK SHAPE A PARTICULARLY ATTRACTIVE COMBINATION
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Interior doors in wild oak stem delight with an authentic and robust look.. The
beauty of the natural material is impressively presented by torn branches and
open cracks. The slim and symmetrical shape of the ONE 56 App interior doors
highlights its natural character. And ONE 56 App gives the wild-looking wood
an elegant, simple frame.

New! Skirting board ONE in the
same visible width as the app on
the door frame

PRADO V - ONE 56 App
Silver grey, oak N06

When we fall in love
with the design
at first sight.

THE INTERIOR DOOR
ONE 56 APP.

The new interior door ONE 56 App fits
harmoniously into the ONE product
family. With ONE 56 App, it is possible for
the first time to incorporate a wide range
of materials in the interior door frames:
Glass, concrete, steel, or different types of
wood, harmoniously matched to the

WONDERFULLY JOSKO

AVANTGARDE INTERIOR DOORS

AVANTGARDE INTERIOR DOORS

natural wood floor. ONE 56 App consistently pursues the symmetry of the
product family - even with the interior
door, the frame is always only 5 cm or
three fingers wide. And even the skirting
board can optionally be matched to the
frame.

Modern
interior doors.

Classic
interior doors.

OPEN TO DESIGN
DIVERSITY.

BEAUTIFUL CLASSIC,
CLASSICALLY BEAUTIFUL.

Prado V – BET

Prado V – BET

Wien D4 – VET

Largo I3 with fanlight –
Frame
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Bora - BET, oak N08 beach
Largo 13 – BET

Bora 3 – BET

SIMPLE LOOK.
GREAT IMPACT.
Interior doors are a matter of course, often
inconspicuous but nevertheless significant
objects in the living room. Regardless of whether
you want interior doors that harmonize with the
interior or interior doors that draw everyone's
attention - with Josko you have the choice in

Bora 3 – BET

Viva 2 – BET

MODERN INTERIOR DOORS

Velden D1– BET

Victoria D1 – VET

Ferrara V – VET

Belvedere H – VET

both cases. Our modern and classic interior doors
are available in many different models, types of
wood and surfaces, opening up an extraordinary
world full of new design options.

MODERN INTERIOR DOORS

Natural
wood floors
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JOSKO PRODUCT DIVERSITY

Quality you can
see and feel.

We humans are more sensual than we
think. And more sensitive than we
imagine. Our inner balance is an reflection
of our outer living environment and vice
versa. A grounded person is someone
who is good at life on both feet. If both
partners do this in a partnership, like
Josko and the wooden floor manufacturer Trapa, then something special emerges
from the this partnership.
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A whole collection of high-quality wooden
floors has been created, which the quality
producer Trapa produces exclusively for
Josko. Four types of wood (oak, moss
oak, terra oak and larch) from sustainable
and regional forestry. Four plank collections (classic, premium, storico and
emotion) in the calm, knotty, natural and
wild knotty. Ten exquisite shades. The
collection completes the Josko Smart
Mix philosophy, which makes the
complete ambience possible for holistic
living harmony. Entrance doors, interior
doors, windows, all-glass systems, floors,
connecting interior parts such as stairs,
panels, skirting boards: everything is

coordinated so that the individual
elements together form a coherent overall
composition in your personal living space.
Tone in tone, entrance doors, interior
doors and natural wood floors create a
harmonious ensemble.
The wood comes exclusively from
ecological forestry. The raw material is
processed in St. Veit an der Glan
(Carinthia), from sawn timber to ready-toinstall planks of particularly high quality.
In an elaborate process with three-stage
drying and elaborate cutting, gluing and
oiling techniques, refined nature is
created as a supporting element of
timeless vibrancy.
The wood treatment not only has a
superficial effect, but also deep into the
pore and cell system.
The depth effect ensures the particularly
high quality of natural wood floors at
every step: Aesthetics, dimensional
stability, breathability, high impact sound
insulation and resiliency, lifelong durability and easy maintenance.

NATURAL WOOD FLOORS
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NATURAL WOOD FLOORS

2

Natural
wood floors
with character.

2
4 GRADES
Design: even, knotty,
natural and wild knotty

EXPERIENCE
LIVING HARMONY
AT EVERY TURN.

Wild knotty

Natural knotty
Knotty

The secret of a pure natural wood floor is its naturalness. It gives off soothing warmth like no other floor.
Its naturally grown wood structure gives it a unique
liveliness, each plank seems to tell its own story. And
over time, it finally gains its own, individual character,
and it becomes a floor with personality.
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Even

1

A PURE NATURAL WOOD FLOOR
The natural wood floors from Josko are made of solid
wood through and through. The wood is not only
treated on the surface, but deep in the cell and pore
system: partly with heat and pressure, partly with lye,
depending on the desired colour. Then the treatment is
carried out with a special natural crystal oil. Thanks to
this in-depth, purely natural treatment, our natural
wood floors are exceptionally durable and resistant.

1
4 WOOD TYPES
Oak: the everlasting classic
Bog-look oak: with subtle colour variations
Terra oak: with a dark, elegant appearance
Larch: stripped in light colour, with a fine knotty
look

4
11 SHADES
From classic/traditional to modern and
elegant. 7 shades were exclusively
designed to match the Josko product
range

NATURAL LIVING
A warm and comfortable feeling, full of life and in harmony with nature – a joy for the senses.
MADE FOR GENERATIONS

Durable, hard-wearing and timeless an investment for life.
HARMONIOUSLY COORDINATED
With windows and doors in matching colours or combined with matching skirting boards, stairs and steps.

3
4

5 COLLECTIONS
Compact floorboard: economical & inexpensive
Classic floor board: elegant & sustainable
Storico floor board: with a vivid antique finish
Premium floorboard: for particularly high demands
Emotion: tangibly soft on the feet
3

NATURAL WOOD FLOORS

NATURAL WOOD FLOORS
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ADVANTAGES OF
NATURAL WOOD
FLOORS
HEALTHY FROM A BUILDING
BIOLOGICAL ASPECT
Free from paints and harmful substances
and only treated naturally, so that the
wood can breathe and have a moisture
regulating effect on the room air - for a
sustainably healthy living climate.
GOOD FOR YOUR CONSCIENCE
A regional, high quality product from
sustainably managed forests that can be
completely composted even after several
generations.
CLIMATE-RESILIENT AND
NON-DISTORTING
Ideally suited for underfloor heating and
also for controlled living space ventilation.
EASY TO CLEAN
All that's needed is regular vacuuming
and occasional cleaning with a damp
mop, preferably with some wood-floor
soap – natural coconut and soy oil in the
soap are a mild care.
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IDEAL FOR ALLERGY SUFFERERS
Resistant against dirt and hygienic due
to a natural deep treatment. Free from
electrostatic charging and easy to clean.

Flooring: Bog-look oak livorno calm, interior door BET painted tone on tone with the wall

NATURAL WOOD FLOORS

NATURAL WOOD FLOORS
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Josko Fenster und Türen GmbH
A-4794 Kopfing, Josko-Straße 1, office@josko.at, www.josko.at
Find your local Josko partner on www.josko.at or www.josko.de
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5-times winner
of the Product
Design Award

Nominee for the
Austrian Federal
Design Award

Four-time winner

www.josko.com

2-times nominee
for the German
Design Award

Winner of
the German
Design Award

Winner of
the German
Innovation Award
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